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Creative Strategy Statement 
Ads will target professional Millennials and demonstrate the benefits of cooking from
home and meal prepping with Tupperware. A nostalgic depiction of the benefits will
convince them.         

 
Advertising Plan 

Key Fact: Millennials are working more hours than previous generations and neglect to
spend time at home cooking and meal prepping with their families. There is a direct
correlation between work hours and perceived time to healthy eating among adults. 

Advertising Problem: Eating out is a convenient option for young professionals.
Consumers also have limited knowledge of the time and money-saving benefits that
come from cooking and meal prepping at home. 

Advertising Objective: To illustrate how meal prepping with Tupperware can save people
time and allow them to do more of what they care about.   

Target Consumer: Men and women who are 25 to 34 years old and working professionals
eager to practice healthy eating habits and identify with the 99 Lives and Cocooning
trends.   

Competition: Sistema, Rubbermaid, pre-packaged food from grocery store, fast food,
frozen meals 

Key Consumer Benefit: Working Millennials will ultimately save time by meal prepping
from home and using Tupperware to save their food for another meal.  

Support: A research study conducted by the National Institute of Health found that the
majority (79%) of the sample worked 20 or more hours per week: 25% worked 20 to 39
hours, 33% worked 40 hours, and 21% reported working more than 40 hours per week. 
 60 second TV, full color magazine, website, outdoor.

Tone Statement: Sentimental, encouraging and convincing  

Mandatories/Limitations: Logo, slogan, legal disclaimers  
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LET'S SET THE SCENE
When you walk into a corporate office, you’ll find a wide variety of demographics and
consumer behaviors. You will see that many are overworked, spending long hours at
the office. A third are working 40 hours per week and 21% are working more than 40
hours per week. Those who work more than 40 hours a week are nonstudents. These
individuals are more focused on their time at work than they are about what they
consume for lunch, providing a direct correlation between work hours and perceived
time to healthy eating.

R E S E A R C H  S U M M A R Y

HISTORY
If you peeked into a suburban living room in the 1950s,
you might see a group of women in funny hats playing
party games, tossing lightweight plastic bowls back
and forth and chatting about their lives as they passed
around an order form for Tupperware. Since then,
Tupperware has made its way into department stores
and is now publicly traded and thrives on the global
market. Sold in almost 100 countries, Tupperware
allows you to buy sustainable, innovative kitchen
products that are perfect for your home or on the go.

WHAT IS "EATING ON THE RUN?"
According to the New York Times, “eating on the run” is a trend of seeking out pre-
made food or food prepared by someone else that was expected to happen. For many
of us, it is very convenient to eat food that has been prepared by another person,
which saves us time with cooking and prepping. This brings up the trend of grazing,
snacking, browsing, or noshing. Some call it eating, as opposed to dining. During their
day, professionals will snack so they can focus more on their work and get more done. 
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WHY TUPPERWARE
We know eating out is a convenient option for Millennial professionals. It makes them feel
as if they’re saving time by not cooking at home. We also know consumers are unaware of
the time and money-saving benefits that come from cooking and meal prepping at
home. We want to focus on the activities these Millennials will be able to do with the
time they will be saving by meal prepping with Tupperware. When someone goes on
their lunch break and opens their Tupperware filled with homemade food, they’re
reminded of all of the great people and things they have waiting for them at home. The
sense of community, the time and money-saving benefits that come with meal prepping
prove that using Tupperware should be a staple in every working Millennial’s routine. 

Now more than ever, Millennials love to cook at home.
Over half of 18 to 34-year-olds say they do all or most of
the food prep in their home. Three in five would rather
cook and prepare a meal at home than go out to eat or
order food. While two in five say they’re cooking more
now than they did last year. This is beneficial because
we now know cooking from home motivates them. 

A  P R O M I S I N G
F U T U R E  

HOW TO MEAL PREP 
Millennials have found different ways to meal prep. The most effective way is to buy a set
of Tupperware that includes a variety of sizes, you’ll always have the right container.
Tupperware allows you to store, reheat in the microwave, and eat right out of the same
container. While the drive-through may seem to promise you a variety of easy meals,
nothing compares to making your taste buds and your wallet jump for joy. 



Gone are the days of Millennials being self-centered and frivolous. They’ve learned the
inevitable truth that after you graduate college, life stops feeling like a coming-of-age
movie. It’s time for them to start getting serious. Bottomless brunches, music festivals in
the desert and spending too much money on the perfect outfit for Instagram are things
of the past. Now they’re spending too much time at the office and too much money
ordering Postmates for lunch.  

These Millennials’ careers are thriving, but at what cost? They actually enjoy cooking, but
have no time for it. They see more of their co-workers than their partners and kids at
home. And despite their entry-level salary, they're paying for the same boring, overpriced
salad every day at lunch. Could one simple switch help these Millennials beat the fear of
missing out for good? 

MISSING OUT MILLENNIALS
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A millennial woman is standing in a kitchen.
On the kitchen island in front of her, there’s a
variety of fresh and delicious looking
ingredients. She delivers the line directly to
the camera.

She begins to prepare the food as she
speaks. Chopping vegetables, seasoning
protein, mixing sauce in a bowl, etc. As each
of these are read, we show a clip of a different
millennial doing a related activity.

 
Someone attempting a new hobby like
painting.
Someone is taking a selfie with the Eiffel
Tower.
Two people cooking together.

A group of friends holding shopping bags at
the mall.

Someone reading a book by the pool.

A couple sharing a kiss outside of someone’s
front door

A man shopping for an engagement ring.

A group of friends taking shots at a bar.

Someone is hungover, taking Advil and
drinking water.

A couple watching TV on the couch.

Someone is reading a bedtime story to a child.

The narrator now has a completed meal. One
serving is on the plate in front of her and she’s
putting the rest in Tupperware. She closes the
container and we hear the satisfying snap
close.

Time to relax. 

Time to date.

Time to save. 

Time to party. 

Time to recover. 

Time to watch. 

Time to be there.

Time to try something new.

Time to travel.

Time to cook.

Time to shop.

SFX: Exaggerated sound of Tupperware
closing.

VO: When you meal prep with Tupperware,
you save money and eat better. You have
more time to do the things you care about.

VO: Are you spending too many late nights at
the office? And how many times this week
have you ordered the same thing for lunch?
It’s time to change.

Video Audio (VO is done by a female narrator.)

VO:

VO: So what are you waiting for? Spend
less time at work eating boring lunches. Use
Tupperware and have time to do more. Go
to timetodo.com to get started.
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What  can  meal  prepping  with

Tupperware  give  you?  Time.

They say money can’t buy happiness, but it can buy you Tupperware. And
meal prepping with Tupperware gives you time to do what makes you happy.
Time to try a new recipe, time for date nights, time for bedtime stories with
your kids, time to binge a new Netflix show and time in the kitchen with the
people you love. And with the money you save by bringing your own lunch to
work, you could go on a road trip, buy a round at the bar or save for an
engagement ring. Spend less time at work eating boring lunches. Use
Tupperware and have time to do more. 
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#TimeToDo

What  can  meal  prepping

with  Tupperware  give  you?

Time  to  Relax.

Meal prepping with Tupperware gives you time to do more of what you
care about. 
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